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Dan Cuneo, CEO of Lexicon

Legal software provider Lexicon
names new CEO
Jul 28, 2021, 2:25pm CDT

St. Louis-based legal software and
services provider Lexicon has tapped
a veteran lawyer to head operations.

The firm had named Dan Cuneo as its
CEO. The legal technology company
provides management software for
law practices. Scott Brennan had
previously been Lexicon’s chief
executive, according to his LinkedIn
profile.

Cuneo joins Lexicon after having been
client development, affiliates and
acquisitions partner at St. Louis-based
domestic litigation firm Cordell &
Cordell.

“Having direct experience working
with Lexicon comes from my tenure at
one of the country’s largest family law
firms – which also happens to be
Lexicon’s biggest customer,” Cuneo
said in a statement. “Lexicon’s
expertise lies within its documented ability to enable law firms of
any size to increase efficiencies and take in more revenue. Thereby,
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my comprehensive knowledge of and belief in what Lexicon can do
led me to where I am today.”

Cuneo, a graduate of Saint Louis University School of Law, is
licensed to practice law in Illinois, Missouri and North Carolina.

The announcement of Cuneo as Lexicon’s new CEO is one of
several appointments this week by the software firm. The company
also said it has named Jes Coffey as its director of human
resources. Coffey joined Lexicon in September 2020 as HR
business partner. Daniel Meyer has been tapped as Lexicon's
director of finance, a promotion from his role of accounting
manager. Meyer has worked at Lexicon for four years.

Lexicon, headquartered in Maryland Heights, has 133 employees.

Nathan Rubbelke
Reporter
St. Louis Business Journal
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